Join Junior Recital

Tuesday, April 5, 2022 | 5:30 p.m.
Hahn Recital Hall

DIEGO BALSECA, alto saxophone
NOAH SMELSER, tenor saxophone
with
Ben Davis, piano; Charlie Edwards, drums
Trey Campbell, bass; Theo Garcia, trumpet

Grand Central .................................................... John Coltrane
(1926–1967)

White Clouds ........................................................ Noah Smelser
(b. 2000)

Everything Happens to Me .................................... Matt Dennis
(1914–2002)

Gypsy Blue .......................................................... Freddie Hubbard
(1938–2008)
arr. Diego Balseca

Ugetsu (Fantasy in D) ............................................ Cedar Walton
(1934–2013)
arr. Noah Smelser

Diego Balseca is a saxophone student of Amanda Gardier and is the recipient of the Larry McWilliams Jazz Scholarship. Noah Smelser is a saxophone student of Amanda Gardier and is the recipient of the Tom Shah Memorial Jazz Scholarship. This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Bachelor of Music in jazz studies.
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